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10.29.17, 11.1.17, 11.2.17 [see photographs] 

here we now see 

the kitchen 

as a stage. 

from the commonly used notion- 

comprehension: 

of “curtain” 

with …  

“tortilla”  

 



Methods, ways to  

Cook and 

Prep-cook. 

 

The prep-cook, 

Combines to prepare 

a dish, a meal?     We know 

At least 

One ingredient, 

Segment is, 

Is like: “Tortilla”  

 

 

How to cut? 

[as cooking technique] 

 

[as a cooking  

Technique, still] 

What cutting could do 

[incorrect] if done-so 

[like a training 

Method to surgery, 

Combat, construction, even, 

Gardening, 

repair – construction, 



beauty-constructions, 

then to activities 

That have cutting --- 

Like power: driving, 

I imagine or its-thats version 

most vehicles, cloth-making, clothes-making 

Construction, other product-making,  

Procuring/construction, working- out/ , teaching work-outs, et al.] 
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Alert? 

 

Sounds tribal.  

 

Though  

Sounding 

Hopeful 

Well almost; 

The consequence 

Of the  

Wrong 

Cut;  

 

Oh of 

Course it 

Says it’s [?] from 

California 

 

 

(1) 

So what  

Doesn’t happen 

To the animals, 



Contrary possibly to 

Culture notions, happens 

Instead to the families 

During mealtime: huh! 

A sense of lethal food 

Dictated by “The 

Tortilla Curtain” such 

As poison.   

(2) and as after-thought, 

We scuse me 

‘The Tortilla Curtain” intakers  

Are instead 

Eating splotched 

“families.” Hence 

This above usual? 

Perhaps version gore 

of “baptized” 

 

In the end 

“The Tortilla Curtain” 

Through such declared? 

doesn’t provide real 

Food, meals and so is the  

“Grow(-ing)” “of Shame” 

 

 



The reason 

perhaps that 

the warning 

comes from; 

The see-able 

To the potential 

Victims: families; 

From “The Billboards” 

Is it hunger that 

“can block eyes,”  

Or is it something else, less virtuous; that won’t block “The Billboard … “ ! 

 

and here’s an 

Answer: to the 

Almost privy Q; 

Do the poets 

Survive as 

Perhaps do 

The animals; 

And maybe 

As surprising 

To regular 

Culture notions: 

i.e. how could animals 

who are often a 



portion of the me[el] 

ingredient be surviving 

and also how might 

“the poets” who  

i.e. in regular 

culture not earn 

 

be surviving into 

mealtime; and the 

so described 

lethality of 

the meal.  

 

 

[t.b.c.] 


